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Architectural

Araña is a project born from the collaboration between Jean 

Nouvel and Troll. Araña gives total freedom for each client to 

become the creator of his or her own style.
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The idea is to be able to place the 
lighting system wherever desired, 
with the fi nal design depending on the 
creativity of each person. 
Araña is an adventurous lighting 
solution, which challenges the 
individual’s creativity and imagination 
to create their own style with total 
freedom... a style of lighting with total 
freedom.  

Power
E27 max.70W - incandescent or LED
Control gear
Electronic (EL)
IP
IP20
Finishes
White (33)
Black (04)
Supply voltage
220... 230V, 50/60Hz
Installation
Ceiling
Accessories
Fixing

Atelier Jean Nouvel, France

Architectural
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Box

Connection element, easily-installed on the ceiling and 
allowing up to 10 luminaires to be simultaneously connected 
depending on lighting and aesthetic requirements.

Elements of box connection

The necessary connection elements are not supplied with 
the connection box, as these will depend on the number of 
luminaires to be used. Therefore, the box should be prepared 
prior to installation with the necessary connection elements 
(reference 23/5200).  
• Once the box is prepared, it is mounted on the ceiling by 
means of fixing points.  

Luminaires

Suspended luminaires by cables joined to the connection 
box which allow the point of light to be placed at the desired 
position, height and intensity. 
•  The system has several types of luminaires: simple; with 
dimmer feature; with height regulator. Also available are 
fixing elements and expandable which make the system more 
flexible. 

E27 LED lamps with differents shapes.

Accessories

Fixing points to suspend and place the luminaire where 
desired. 
• Elements which allow for luminaire to be extended to area 
to be lit. Cable length 1.5 metres.
• Finish: White, Black
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Features

Wall panels

Finish

Box

10 covers per box are 
included
20/5200

Suspended luminaire

E27 max.70W
5200

Suspended dimmer
luminaire
E27 max.70W
5200D

Connector
23/5200

Luiminaires

Suspended 
luminaire with 
height regulation
E27 max.70
5200/P

Fixing point
21/5200
Each unit comprises 
5 pieces

Extension element
22/5200

Suspended 
dimmer luminaire 
with height regulation
E27 max.70W
5200D/P

To complete the product 
reference, add finish

Architectural

Accessories
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6W
2700K LM/G8006922/D

8W
2700K LM/G12508922/D

8W
2700K LM/ST5808922/D

LED

2  Araña

Kursaal, Spain

Lamps E27 (not dimmable)
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